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With the passage of
Prop. 64 in the State,
it is now legal for
persons 21 years of
age or older to: (1)
smoke or ingest MJ,
(2) possess, process,
transport, purchase,
obtain, or give away
to persons 21 years
of age or older, w/o
any compensation,
28.5 grams of MJ.
Prop. 64 prohibits
smoking MJ: (1) in
any public place,
except where City
allows, (2) where
smoking tobacco is
prohibited, (3) w/in
1,000 ft. of a school,
and (4) while driving, or riding in the
passenger seat of,
any car.
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Prop. 64 allows individuals to grow
up to 6 plants inside a private residence, which the City cannot ban.
The City can regulate indoor personal cultivation, which includes
implementing certain requirements for: odor control, security,
permits, fire dept. inspections and
electrical use regulations.
The City can regulate or ban personal outdoor cultivation operations.
(If a City bans personal outdoor
cultivation, commercial cultivation, or dispensaries -retail sales, it
is ineligible to receive State grant
monies funded through the new
State excise taxes.)
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Pismo Beach banned all commercial marijuana processes.
Grover Beach allows commercial medical marijuana processes (and not recreational)
in an overlay zone of 86 acres,
with only two dispensaries.
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Beginning ~Jan. 1, 2018, there are several categories of State licenses that will be available for the
operation of commercial marijuana businesses.
Cultivation: The Council may restrict and/or prohibit all types of commercial cultivation operations, and/or restrict commercial cultivation operations to certain zones, limit their number, and
impose regulations.
Testing: The process where marijuana is tested for contaminants and “conformance to label content of compounds” before retail sales are allowed.
Manufacturing: The Council may define the kinds of manufacturing that may occur w/in the
City, or completely ban product creation (i.e., cookies, brownies, oils, pills, edible products).
Deliveries: City can ban or regulate deliveries into the City from outside of the City, and deliveries
from within the city, but cannot prohibit delivery services passing through the City.
Dispensaries: Cities may limit the number of retail businesses, designate sales to specific zones or
land use designations. City can require retail to keep records, use security cameras, lighting, hours
of operations, employee training, alarm systems, guards, and odor control.

